**Business Career Services: Spring 2024 Graduate Events**

**Spring Mixer for Business Grad Students** – TSU Bowl & Billiards  
Hey grads, kick off Spring Semester with a game of billiards or bowling at the TSU! Network with your peers, alumni, and graduate support staff. Refreshments will be provided.  
Monday, January 29  
6:00 – 8:00pm

**The Results-Oriented and Value-Driven Resume** – SGMH 3210  
Your resume shares more than your previous experiences - it showcases your values and results you can bring your future employer. Join us to learn how you can optimize the impact of your resume.  
Wednesday, February 7  
5:00 – 6:00pm

**Networking Your Way into a Job** – SGMH 3210  
Grad students, attend this workshop to determine networking strategies and an action plan that works for you in the job search. Let’s discuss challenges you are facing in your networking and tips that have helped you succeed.  
Tuesday, February 13  
5:00 – 6:00pm

**International Insight Networking Social** – SGMH 3210  
Connect with alumni who have secured jobs in the US market. Hear their top tips and strategies on how to navigate the job search as an international student.  
Thursday, February 22  
5:30 – 6:45pm

**Trailblazing Leadership - Hiking to Executive Excellence** – Hillcrest Park  
Take your career to new heights! Join us for a morning hike and hear career advice from working professionals who have reached the summit of their careers in the C-suite.  
Saturday, March 2  
10:00 am – 1:00pm

**H-1B, CPT, OPT, and Everything in Between!** – Virtual  
Are you an international student wanting to learn the many ways you can get sponsorship in the US? Then this workshop is a must for you! Hear from an immigration attorney to learn about the multiple options for international students to work in the US.  
Wednesday, March 6  
5:00 – 6:00pm

**Being a Memorable Interviewee** – SGMH 3210  
Grad students, attend this workshop to learn strategies on how you can stand out in your interviews and be memorable. We will reflect on what makes you a unique candidate and how you can communicate this to your audience.  
Thursday, March 14  
5:00 – 6:00pm

**International Insight Networking Social** – SGMH 3210  
Connect with alumni who have secured jobs in the US market. Hear their top tips and strategies on how to navigate the job search as an international student.  
Thursday, March 21  
5:30 – 6:45pm

**Negotiate Your Salary** – SGMH 3230  
Scott Sorrell is an international speaker and marketing instructor with 25+ years of experience. Attend this seminar to learn strategies on how to effectively negotiate your salary.  
Tuesday, April 9  
4:30 – 6pm
Hello! I look forward to meeting with you to discuss your career goals and aspirations. Investing in a graduate degree is an investment in yourself and your career. Let’s talk about what you want to achieve at Cal State Fullerton and beyond.

**Topics I Can Help You With:**

- Navigating career transitions
- Breaking into a field with little to no experience
- Leveraging your degree for a promotion
- Succeeding in the first 30 days of internship/job and beyond
- Asking insightful questions when networking or interviewing
- Targeting your job search
- Writing a compelling resume or cover letter
- Delivering an authentic and professional elevator pitch
- Identifying your top strengths and skills
- Defining your values in your job search
- Negotiating salary and job offers
- Interviewing practice and feedback

**How To Make an Appointment:**

Schedule an appointment with me on Handshake!
Click here: [https://fullerton.joinhandshake.com/appointments](https://fullerton.joinhandshake.com/appointments) or scan the QR code below